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About me

- 27 years old
- Married with Helene and we have a son Konrad
- Education agricultural economy
- Chairman for LandboUngdom
- My dad own the farm, but we run it together
Langemyregaard our pigfarm

- 610 year sow
- 20,000 slaughter pigs
- 600 ha.
- 6 farms (4 with production)
- 8 employees
Our work in the pigsties

- We remove manure frequently reduce emission by 22%
- We use less food but a high weight gain
  → This means we produce more with less
Climate efficient Danish pork production

- Danish agriculture is among the worlds most efficient in terms of greenhouse gas emission per unit produced.

Source: Lesschen et al. 2011
Renovating existing buildings

- We use old buildings
- Try to use the same materials again
- We only change things when they are broken
Transportation aspects

- Short transportation between the farms
- Short way to the slaughterhouse
- We grow our food ourselves and buy from local farmers
Climate Neutral 2050

• We are a part of the solution
• ...and deliver on our Climate Neutral 2050 vision made by the Danish Food and Agricultural Council and Danish Crown
Closing remarks

- We also try to do a lot in the field with technology
- We try to do our best every day
- We try to use the newest knowledge
- We try to look at what others are doing
- We try to deliver on Climate Neutral 2050 vision